Attached for NAYO's retention are 13 packets of photographs obtained from EAVL in Mexico City to be shown to AMLUG/1 for possible identification. The reel numbers are listed below. In cases where AMLUG/1 does identify an individual please notify headquarters citing the number in the back of each photograph (the first number refers to the printing job number, the second, the reel and the last, the frame on the reel). There are a few photographs where there is no number or a duplication in numbering. In such cases, please forward the print to headquarters and we will make whatever prints are necessary and return it to you.

Staff employee

Attachments: Reels: 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, plus two unnumbered reels.

Distribution:
- J.A.VLI, w/above att.
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